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Abstract
A fundamental problem in geostatistical modeling is to infer the heterogeneous ge-
ological field based on limited measurements and some prior spatial statistics. Se-
mantic inpainting, a technique for image processing using deep generative models,
has been recently applied for this purpose, demonstrating its effectiveness in dealing
with complex spatial patterns. However, the original semantic inpainting framework
incorporates only information from direct measurements, while in geostatistics indi-
rect measurements are often plentiful. To overcome this limitation, here we propose
a physics-informed semantic inpainting framework, employing the Wasserstein Gen-
erative Adversarial Network with Gradient Penalty (WGAN-GP) and jointly incor-
porating the direct and indirect measurements by exploiting the underlying physical
laws. Our simulation results for a high-dimensional problem with 512 dimensions
show that in the new method, the physical conservation laws are satisfied and con-
tribute in enhancing the inpainting performance compared to using only the direct
measurements.
1. Introduction
In recent years, deep learning has achieved great success in image processing, and
it has been introduced to tackle geophysical problems, such as extreme weather de-
tection [1, 2], land cover and land use classification [3, 4], which cannot be adequately
handled by traditional methods. In geological modeling, one common problem is to
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delineate the field heterogeneity from sparse measurements, i.e., inferring the entire
field based on several point measurements and prior spatial statistics. This task
is very similar to the concept of semantic inpainting originated from deep learning
realm, which takes advantage of deep generative models for image reconstruction
based on some known pixels [5].
Among different deep generative models, generative adversarial networks (GANs)
[6] are particularly suited for geophysical applications as they can model high-
dimensional, multi-modal distributions. The ”magic” of GANs in cross-domain im-
age translation has been applied to build bidirectional mappings between the pa-
rameter and state fields in subsurface models [7]. GANs have also been employed to
define a low-dimensional parameterization for complex geological fields, hence allow-
ing for a probabilistic inversion using Bayesian methods, like Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) [8]. The low-dimensional embedding widely exists in the physical
world, and it is beneficial to gain insights by finding the embedding and the corre-
sponding mapping to the real process. In the semantic inpainting, the discovery of
underlying embedding is certainly of great importance. Therefore, as state-of-the-art
generative models, GANs are greatly qualified for this task.
Recently, there have been some works that combine semantic inpainting with
geostatistical modeling using GANs, such as the modeling of fluvial patterns [9] and
realistic 3D reservoir facies [10]. Specifically, they trained a GAN model using un-
conditional realizations to learn a mapping from a latent simple distribution, e.g.
Gaussian, to a real data distribution and then found the optimal latent variable
underlying the known measurements, and eventually reconstructed the incomplete
image data based on the optimal latent variable using the pre-trained GAN model.
However, the existing studies only considered direct measurements for semantic in-
painting, while in many geological scenarios, indirect measurements are more abun-
dant than the direct ones. For example, the statistical modeling of heterogeneous
hydraulic conductivity field is a common problem in hydrogeology. Since the direct
measurements are usually very expensive, it would be greatly beneficial to assimilate
indirect measurements, e.g. pressure heads, which are relatively easier to obtain.
Inspired by the physics-informed neural networks (PINNs) [11], and their ap-
plications [12, 13] as well as the physics-informed GANs [14], we aim to fuse the
information from indirect measurements through adding physical constraints, i.e.,
the residual of the conservation law, to the loss function. In the PINN framework,
usually a fully-connected network architecture is adopted and the differential terms
are calculated directly by automatic differentiation [15], since the inputs contain
spatial coordinates; hence, no mesh generation is required. However, the semantic
inpainting workflow takes images as input with no coordinates information, and em-
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ploys convolutional network architectures to extract the spatial patterns. Therefore,
automatic differentiation cannot be used in the workflow of semantic inpainting. For-
tunately, the convolutional kernel is a smoothed finite difference operator, namely
the Sobel filter [16], which can be employed to compute the differential terms in the
partial differential equation (PDE). This technique has also been utilized to build
physics-constrained surrogates for high-dimensional problems, and it was suggested
that the Sobel filter is more efficient than automatic differentiation to obtain spatial
gradients [17].
In this work, we extend the original semantic inpainting framework [5] to a
physics-informed version, for the purpose of fusing information from both the direct
and indirect measurements. Specifically, we propose a physics-informed Wasserstein
GAN with gradient penalty (WGAN-GP) method for semantic inpainting, in which
the Sobel filter is employed to construct the physical constraints, i.e, the PDE that
expresses the conservation law. We then test its performance on a high-dimensional
problem with 512 dimensions. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
section 2, we introduce the physical model and present the inpainting task. In sec-
tion 3, we propose the physics-informed WGAN-GP for semantic inpainting. Then,
in section 4, we evaluate the proposed method using a high-dimensional case. The
conclusions are given in the last section.
2. Problem Statement
We consider steady-state flow in saturated media. The problem is to estimate
the hydraulic conductivity field K (L/T) from several direct measurements and a
larger number of hydraulic head h (L) measurements. Here, we aim to achieve
better estimation of the K field by leveraging the h measurements and the physical
connection between them.
The hydraulic head (h) is connected with the hydraulic conductivity (K) via the
following equation
∇·[K(x)∇h(x)] + q(x) = 0, x ∈ X (1)
with boundary conditions
h(x) = hD(x), x ∈ ΓD,
∇h(x) · n = g(x), x ∈ ΓN ,
(2)
where x is the coordinates and q(x) (L3/T) is the source (or sink) term; n is the
unit normal vector to the Neumann boundary ΓN , and ΓD is the Dirichlet boundary.
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Given a number of two-dimensional K realizations, we can obtain the corresponding
h realizations by using the numerical solver Modflow [18]. Therefore, this equation
can provide paired K and h datasets in the form of two-dimensional images for
training the GAN models.
3. Methodology
3.1 Physics-informed WGAN-GP
The initial GAN proposed by [6] is composed of a generator and a discrimina-
tor, competing with each other in a zero-sum game to reach the Nash equilibrium, in
which the generator produces fake samples very similar to the real ones. Let G repre-
sents the generator that builds a mapping for two distributions, i.e., G : Pz → Pdata;
namely, it takes z ∈ Pz as input and generates a fake sample G(z) that is assumed
to share the same support as the training dataset y ∈ Pdata. The discriminator D
is used to detect whether its input is sampled from the real data distribution Pdata
or the fake data distribution PG(z). Therefore, the generator and discriminator, both
neural networks, are placed in a competition, that is the generator tries to fool the
discriminator, while the discriminator, with access to real data, tries to avoid being
fooled. When the discriminator succeeds, it also provides useful feedback to help the
generator improve and upon convergence both players have acquired the maximum
knowledge given the real dataset.
In the original GANs, the neural networks are trained via the following loss
function:
min
G
max
D
Ey∼Pdata [log(D(y)] + Ez∼Pz [log(1−D(G(z)))]. (3)
In practice, the generator and discriminator are trained iteratively, aiming to make
PG(z) approach Pdata, or equivalently, minimize the Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence
between them. However, the JS divergence cannot always provide effective gradients
for the generator, especially when the two distributions concentrate on low dimen-
sional manifolds [19]. Consequently, the training of original GANs is usually unstable.
To address this issue, Wassestein GANs (WGANs) were proposed by switching the
JS divergence to the Wasserstein-1 distance, which is continuous and differentiable
almost everywhere with respect to the parameters in the generator under a temper-
ate constraint [19]. To be more precise, the constraint to be imposed is Lipschitz
continuity for the discriminator, which is realized by forcing the parameters of the
discriminator to be bounded during training. To make the training of WGANs more
stable, WGANs with gradient penalty (WGAN-GP) were developed to replace the
weights clipping with adding gradient penalty to the the discriminator [20]. Specifi-
cally, the loss functions for the generator and discriminator of WGAN-GP are defined
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as
LG = −Ez∼Pz [D(G(z))],
LD = Ez∼Pz [D(G(z))]− Ey∼Pdata [D(y)] + λEzˆ∼Pzˆ [(‖∇zˆD(zˆ)‖2 − 1)2],
(4)
where Pzˆ is the distribution generated by uniformly sampling along the straight lines
between pairs of points sampled from Pdata and PG(z), and λ is the coefficient of the
gradient penalty.
In this paper, we select the WGAN-GP with convolutional architectures as the
base model. The key point in this work is to enable WGAN-GP to incorporate the
information from physics, i.e. the existing PDEs, thus physical constraints should
be added to the loss function when training WGAN-GP. In the networks based on
convolutional architectures, nevertheless, automatic differentiation cannot be used
for gradient calculation, because in convolutional networks the inputs are pixel values
rather than the spatial coordinates. Here, we apply the Sobel filter to estimate
the horizontal and vertical spatial gradients by imposing one convolution with the
following 3× 3 kernels, respectively:
H =
 1 0 −12 0 −2
1 0 −1
 , V =
 1 2 10 0 0
−1 −2 −1
 . (5)
This method of calculating spatial gradients via convolutional kernel is equivalent to
a smoothed finite difference method. Zhu et al. [17] applied this method to physics-
constrained surrogate modeling with deep learning models and suggested that Sobel
filter is more efficient (although less accurate) than using automatic differentiation
to obtain spatial gradients.
Considering that the PDE for saturated flow is second-order, which may bring
some inaccuracy in the gradients calculation with the Sobel filter, we introduce an
additional variable, namely the flux F , to bypass calculating the second-order gra-
dients. Therefore, the equation (1) can be recast into a system of two equations, i.e.
F = −K∇h,
∇·F = q. (6)
As shown in Figure 1, the parameter (K), state (h) and additional variable (F) are
distributed as different channels with the same image sizes. It is worth noting that
the flux F can be divided into horizontal and vertical ones, so they account for two
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channels. Therefore, based on equation (6), the residual of the PDE in the form of
the loss can be written as
Lr = 1
N
(∥∥∥Fˆ + Kˆ∇hˆ∥∥∥2
2
+
∥∥∥∇·Fˆ − q∥∥∥2
2
)
, (7)
where N is the number of image pixels (discretized grids), hˆ represents the generated
predictions, and ∇hˆ = [hˆx, hˆy], while the subscripts x and y represent calculating
the image gradients along the horizontal and vertical axis using the Sobel filter.
∇·Fˆ = (Fˆ1)x + (Fˆ2)y, in which Fˆ1 and Fˆ2 are the predicted flux field components
along the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively;  represents the element-
wise product. The source term q is set as zero in this work.
Apart from the residual loss, we also enforce constraints to the boundaries, which
can be defined as
Lb = 1
M
(∥∥∥hˆ(xD)− hD∥∥∥2
2
+
∥∥∥Fˆ(xN)−FN∥∥∥2
2
)
, xD ∈ ΓD, xN ∈ ΓN , (8)
where M is the number of pixels along all the boundaries, hˆ(xD) are generated
predictions in Dirichlet boundaries ΓD, and hD are known. Likewise, Fˆ(xN) are
generated predictions along the Neumann boundaries ΓN , while FN are their corre-
sponding reference values. Eventually, the incorporation of physics can be realized
by adding these physical constraints to the original generator loss, i.e.
LnewG = LG + λrLr + λbLb, (9)
in which LG is the original generator loss defined in equation (4), and λr and λb are
coefficients for the additional physical constraints. Therefore, the physics-informed
WGAN-GP can be trained by minimizing the discriminator loss (equation (4)) and
the new generator loss (equation (9)) iteratively. A schematic of how to train the
physics-informed WGAN-GP is shown in Figure 1, and the pre-trained model will be
used in the subsequent semantic inpainting. For further details of training WGAN-
GP, one can refer to the original paper [20].
3.2 Semantic inpainting via physics-informed WGAN-GP
The task of semantic inpainting is to fill in missing regions of an image using the
known pixels and a prior of what the images should look like. This is very similar
to inferring the large-scale geological field based on some point measurements and
prior information, like the spatially statistical property of the geological field. Deep
generative models, like deep convolutional GANs [21], have been used recently for this
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Figure 1: Schematic of pre-training the physics-informed WGAN-GP to be used in subsequent
semantic inpainting. The WGAN-GP framework is based on the original version [20], containing
one generator (G) and one discriminator (D), and both of them use convolutional architectures to
cope with high-dimensional images. The datasets used for training are image-like data with four
channels representing four physical variables, i.e., lnK, h, F1 and F2. The random realizations
of lnK generated by Karhunen-Loe`ve expansion are fed to equations (1) and (2) to generate the
corresponding numerical solutions (h, F1 and F2) by using Modflow. The four channels of each
sample in the training datasets are paired to satisfy the PDE. To help G incorporate the information
from the PDE, the residual loss (Lr, equation (7)) and boundary loss (Lb, equation (8)) are added
to the original generator loss (LG , equation (4)). The G and D are trained iteratively following the
basic training scheme of the original WGAN-GP. Upon convergence to the trained models, we can
sample a new Gaussian noise z and use G(z) to obtain the generated predictions.
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task, and there exist some successful cases where semantic inpainting was applied to
geostatistical modeling [5, 9, 10]. However, they only used direct point measurements
to conduct semantic inpainting; in other words, only the hydraulic conductivity (K)
point measurements were used to infer the entire K field. In this paper, we propose
a physics-informed WGAN-GP framework with the aim of incorporating indirect
measurements by enforcing the proper physics of the problem.
Upon achieving the trained physics-informed WGAN-GP, the generator G can
produce diverse realizations of y = [K,h] that satisfy the equation (1) by sampling
z ∼ Pz and mapping y = G(z). Based on the trained G and D, we would like to
generate realistic samples conditioned on a set of point measurements Kobs and hobs.
This can be achieved by fixing the weights in G and D, and optimizing z to generate
realistic samples based on the point measurements.
In order to guarantee the authenticity of generated samples, we would like the
sample y to closely support the real data distribution Pdata, that is to say, the
generated sample should be assigned high scores by the discriminator D. This can
be realized by enforcing a prior loss that penalizes unrealistic samples. The prior
loss is designed according to the original generator loss in equation (4), i.e.
Lp(z) = −D(G(z)). (10)
We would also like the generated samples to honor the point measurements, namely
the generated predictions at measurement locations should totally match the ob-
served values. This can be achieved by applying context loss, which is used to
penalize the mismatch between the predictions and the measurements. By leverag-
ing the masking matrix M, which has value 1 at the measurement locations and 0
otherwise, we can define the context loss as follows [5],
Lc(z|y,M) =
∥∥MK  (G(z)#K −Kobs)∥∥1 + ∥∥Mh  (G(z)#h − hobs)∥∥1 , (11)
where #K and #h represent their corresponding output channels in the predictions
G(z); MK and Mh are corresponding masking matrices for K and h. It is worth
noting that the number of K measurements is smaller than that of h. Thus, the
total loss for finding the optimal latent variable z is defined as
Lz = Lc(z|y,M) + λpLp(z), (12)
where λp is a coefficient that controls the trade-off between generating realistic sam-
ples and matching the point measurements.
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4. Results
4.1 Unconditional modeling by physics-informed WGAN-GP
We consider steady-state flow in randomly heterogeneous porous media governed
by equations (1) and (2). The domain is X = [0, 2 L] × [0, 2 L], and the left and
right boundaries are set as Dirichlet, with hydraulic head (h) values 1 L and 0 L,
respectively. The upper and lower boundaries are assigned Neumann with zero flux.
The source field (q) is zero.
The hydraulic conductivity K is assumed to be a random field following a log-
normal distribution. Specifically, it can be written as K(x) = exp(G(x)), where
the vector x = (x1, x2) represents two directions along the x− and y− axes, re-
spectively. G(x) is a Gaussian process defined as G(·) ∼ GP(µ, k(·, ·)), where
k(x,x′) = σ2exp(−(‖x1 − x′1‖2 /l1+‖x2 − x′2‖2 /l2)), µ and σ2 are mean and variance
of lnK, and l1 and l2 are the correlation lengths along the two axes. In this case, we
set µ = 0, σ2 = 1, and l1 = l2 = 0.5 L. The lnK field realizations are discretized over
64×64 grids, and generated by a Karhunen-Loe`ve expansion with leading 512 terms
retained, which corresponds to 95.04% energy. The hydraulic head h, horizontal flux
F1, and vertical flux F2 with respect to each lnK realization are calculated by the
numerical solver Modflow [18]. The training datasets are composed of these data in
the form of multi-channel images. To be specific, as shown in Figure 1, we put lnK
in the first channel, h in the second channel, and F1 and F2 in the third and fourth
channels, respectively. The Adam optimizer [22] with learning rate 1e− 4 is utilized
to train the G and D networks, whose architectures are shown in Figure 2. The coef-
ficients for the physical constraints are selected as λr = 1 and λb = 10. The training
data are composed of 10,000 samples, and we train the networks for 150,000 itera-
tions with batch size 50, which requires about 10 hours running on one GPU (Telsa
V100). Additionally, each iteration for training G corresponds to five iterations for
training D, which follows the basic training scheme of the original WGAN-GP [20].
With the trained model, we can generate new realizations by sampling z ∼ Pz and
feeding it to G. Here, we sample z for 10,000 times, with the same size as training
datasets, and generate the corresponding outputs lnK, h, F1, and F2 distributed
in four channels, respectively. The correlation structure spectrum of the random
field is used as a metric to measure the performance of unconditional generated
predictions, i.e., without any point measurements. As shown in Figure 3, 3a is
the spectra of lnK training datasets versus that of generated predictions with 100
largest eigenvalues. The top 100 eigenvalues of training datasets account for 93.5%
energy, while that of generated predictions account for 92.8%. To better demonstrate
the differences in the components with relatively smaller eigenvalues, we make the
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2: The network architecture of (a) generator and (b) discriminator. In the generator network,
the 100-dimensional random Gaussian noises serve as the input, going through a fully-connected
layer (FC) and a set of batch normalization (BN) layers and deconvolutional layers. Also, k repre-
sents the edge length of square kernel, s is the stride size, and d is the number of feature maps. In
the discriminator network, the inputs are the images with four channels, which then go through a
set of convolutional layers, batch normalization layers and dropout layers. The dropout rate is set
as 0.3 in this work. The eventual fully-connected layer makes the outputs to be one-dimensional so
that they can represent the scores of samples.
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log-transformation of Figure 3a to 3b, and we observe a deviation after the 80th
eigenvalue. Since the lnK field is generated by retaining 512 leading KL terms,
by contrast, we conduct the eigenvalue decomposition of lnK predictions with 512
terms kept. We see in Figures 3c and 3d, that the log-eigenvalues after the 100th
are different, but this part contributes insignificantly to overall energy (less than
2.6%). Likewise, we compare the spectra of h field given by the training datasets
and generated predictions. Since the correlation structure of h field is much simpler
than that of lnK field, we only compare the spectra with the 40 leading eigenvalues
retained. The largest 40 eigenvalues of the training datasets account for 99.9%
energy, while those of the generated predictions account for about 92.0%. As shown
in Figure 4, the first component and the log-components after the 10th exhibit gaps
between the training datasets and generated predictions. Therefore, with respect
to spectra matching, we believe that the WGAN-GP model has learned the spatial
correlations from the training datasets and is able to generate the samples with very
similar spatial structures as the training datasets.
To further verify whether the physical information (equation (1)) has been incor-
porated in the model, we calculate the corresponding h solutions by using Modflow,
which takes the K predictions as input parameters. The boundary conditions are the
same as those in building the training datasets. We randomly select four samples to
demonstrate the performance. As shown in Figures 5, there are four generated real-
izations of lnK (Figures 5a - 5d) and corresponding h predictions (Figures 5e - 5h).
Figures 5i - 5l are corresponding numerical solutions of 5a - 5d given by Modflow,
and Figures 5m - 5p are respective differences between the numerical solutions and
generated predictions. We observe that the patterns of WGAN-GP predictions are
very similar with those of numerical solutions, even though the latter is smoother
than the former. To measure the accuracy, the commonly used root mean sqaure
error (RMSE) and the structural similarity index (SSIM) [23] widely used in image
analysis are adopted here as evaluating metrics, which are defined by
RMSE(u,v) =
√
1
N
‖u− v‖22, (13)
SSIM(u,v) =
(2µuµv + C1)(2σuv + C2)
(µ2u + µ
2
v + C1)(σ
2
u + σ
2
v + C2)
, (14)
where u and v are two image signals, N is the number of pixels of each image, µ and
σ represents the mean and standard deviation, respectively. C1 (0.01) and C2 (0.03)
are small constants used to stabilize the calculation. The range of SSIM is from -1 to
1, and the closer to 1, the faster is the convergence for the two images to be identical.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3: (a) The spectrum of lnK training datasets and generated predictions with 100 largest
eigenvalues. The top 100 eigenvalues of the training datasets account for 93.5% of the total energy,
while that of the generated predictions accounts for 92.8%. (b) Plot of log-transformed values of
(a); eigenvalues after the 80th are different. (c) Plot showing the spectral performance with 512
largest eigenvalues, and (d) Corresponding plot of its log transformation. The 512 largest eigenvaues
account for 100% of total energy, while 97.4% for the generated predictions.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4: (a) The spectral matching performance of the h training dataset and generated predic-
tions, and (b) Plot showing the corresponding log-transformed values. Because the pattern of h
is much simpler than lnK, only 40 eigenvalues are plotted here. The largest 40 eigenvalues of the
training datasets account for 99.9% of total energy, while that of generated images account for
92.0%.
We compute two metrics among 10,000 samples and plot their distributions in Figure
6. It is obvious that the vast majority of RMSE values are around 0.02 and the SSIM
values are mostly larger than 0.98, which means the numerical solutions are quite
similar with the WGAN-GP predictions, and hence the physical information has
been incorporated into the WGAN-GP model.
4.2 Inpainting using trained physics-informed WGAN-GP
Having verified that the physics is correctly incorporated into the trained WGAN-
GP, we can proceed with the semantic inpainting, that is, generating realizations that
honor the point measurements. As introduced in the section 3.2, the goal of inpaint-
ing is to find the optimal latent variable z underlying the point measurements, while
taking the authenticity of generated predictions into consideration simultaneously
by adjusting the trade-off coefficient, i.e., λp = 0.1 in this work. It should be noted
that the preset dimension of z has an effect in the inpainting performance, and we
justify why we choose zdim = 100, see the Appendix A. The Adam optimizer [22]
with learning rate 1e− 2 is utilized to find the optimal z. However, the loss function
in equation (12) is non-convex, and thus the obtained z is a local optimal value.
Therefore, we run each scenario for 10 times to alleviate the effects of randomness.
As shown in Figures 7a and 7e, we prepare a paired ground truth of lnK and h
that satisfy the equations (1) and (2), and randomly select 10 K points (NK = 10)
13
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
(i) (j) (k) (l)
(m) (n) (o) (p)
Figure 5: The unconditional realizations of (a - d) log conductivity (lnK) and (e - h) pressure heads
(h) given by the trained WGAN-GP. (i - l) are corresponding numerical solutions by feeding the
parmeters (a - d) to Modflow, and (m - p) are respective differences between the four numerical
solutions and generated predictions. The lnK realizations are both realistic and diverse. The h
realizations provided by WGAN-GP and Modflow are quite similar (with very small differences),
even though the results of WGAN-GP are somewhat noisy, which may attribute to the checkerboard
effects in the transposed convolutional processes [24].
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(a) (b)
Figure 6: (a) Root mean square error (RMSE), and (b) structural similarity index (SSIM) of h
generated by WGAN-GP versus the ones being generated by the numerical solver Modflow, which
is fed with the lnK as parameters generated by WGAN-GP. The RMSE values are very close to
0 and SSIM values are close to 1. This means that the correct physics has been incorporated into
WGAN-GP and can be embedded in the predictions of different channels. The mean RMSE is 0.02,
and the mean SSIM is 0.99.
and 20 h (Nh = 20) points to be known and serve as the measurements (Figures
7b and 7f). Figures 7c and 7g are the conditional generated predictions (means of
10 runs) given by trained G while honoring their respective point measurements.
Obviously, the pattern of reconstructed h field is much more similar to the ground
truth than that of lnK field, because the h field has much simpler spatial structure,
which is also demonstrated in the spectral performance shown in Figures 3 and 4.
The scatter plots of the ground truth versus its predictions, shown in Figures 7d
and 7h, clearly demonstrate their matching performance. Based on the same ground
truth, we add the point measurements to NK = 20 and Nh = 40, as shown in Figures
8b and 8f. Their respective conditional generated predictions are given in Figures 8c
and 8g. We see that the pattern of reconstructed lnK becomes more similar to the
ground truth compared to the last case (see Figure 7c), which is also confirmed by
the scatter plot (Figure 8d) with larger R2 (coefficient of determination) value than
the previous one (Figure 7d).
In this work, we improve the inpainting of lnK field by utilizing the physical
connection between h and lnK. To illustrate this, we consider eight scenarios here
and adopt the commonly used RMSE and R2 as evaluating metrics. Considering the
effects of local optimal, we run each case for 10 times based on the same measurements
settings and calculate the means and standard deviations of two metrics. As shown
in Figure 9, the labels in x− axis from left to right represent the number of point
15
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 7: The inpainting results of lnK and h field. (a) and (e) are ground truths of lnK and
h, respectively. We randomly select some points from the respective ground truth to serve as
the measurements; here (b) NK = 10, and (f) Nh = 20. (c) and (g) are conditional generated
predictions that honor their respective measurements. The scatter plot of lnK ground truth versus
its predictions is shown in (d), while h field is shown in (h). To alleviate the effects of randomness,
we test the case for 10 times, and the predictions shown here are the mean values. The scatter
plots are also mean predictions versus the ground truth. The scatter plot of lnK in (d) reflects the
complexity of its pattern compared to the smoother spatial patterns of h in figure (h).
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 8: The inpainting results of lnK and h field. Based on the same ground truth shown in
Figure 7 (a) and (e), we add point measurements to NK = 20, Nh = 40, which are shown in (b) and
(f), respectively. As the same layout of Figure 7, (c) and (g) are respective conditional realizations,
and (d) and (h) are scatter plots of ground truth versus their predictions. Likewise, the prediction
results here are also the average of running 10 times.
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(a) (b)
Figure 9: Effect of incorporating physics into semantic inpainting. (a) Root mean square error
(RMSE), and (b) coefficient of determination (R2) between the lnK ground truth and its conditional
generated predictions in different cases. To alleviate randomness, we run each case for 10 times,
and plot the mean and standard deviations of the two metrics. In Case 1 (NK = 10), Case 3
(NK = 20) and Case 5 (NK = 40), only direct measurements are used for inpainting of lnK field.
Based on the three cases, we add indirect measurements and enforce the physical constraints, i.e.
Case 2 (NK = 10, Nh = 20), Case 4 (NK = 20, Nh = 40) and Case 6 (NK = 40, Nh = 80), and both
of the two metrics show improvement. Then, we continue to add indirect measurements (Case 7:
NK = 40, Nh = 120) based on Case 6, and add direct measurements (Case 8: NK = 60, Nh = 120)
based on Case 7. The results show that adding direct measurements make larger contributions to
the optimality of the two metrics, which is also in line with the intuition.
measurements in cases from scenario 1 to 8 in sequence. In Case 1 (NK = 10), Case 3
(NK = 20) and Case 5 (NK = 40), only direct measurements are used to reconstruct
the lnK field. Based on the three cases, indirect measurements (h) are incorporated
in the Case 2 (NK = 10, Nh = 20), Case 4 (NK = 20, Nh = 40) and Case 6 (NK = 40,
Nh = 80). It is obvious that both the RMSE and R
2 can achieve better performance
in the cases where the increased number of indirect h measurements are fused. To
test the effect of measurement type, we consider two further cases. Based on Case
6 (NK = 40, Nh = 80), we add indirect measurements to form Case 7 (NK = 40,
Nh = 120), and subsequently add direct measurements to make up Case 8 (NK = 60,
Nh = 120) based on Case 7. We can see from the Figure 9 that adding direct lnK
measurements can indeed make larger improvements with respect to two metrics,
which is also in line with the intuition that direct measurements are more valuable,
but of course at a higher cost.
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5. Conclusion
In this work, we extended the original semantic inpainting to a physics-informed
version with an emphasis on jointly incorporating the direct and indirect measure-
ments by exploiting the underlying physics. Specifically, we proposed a physics-
informed WGAN-GP method which is pre-trained for learning the physical laws
from a large number of unconditional realizations, and subsequently we employed it
to perform the inpainting task. We used convolutional architectures to tackle high-
dimensional images and the Sobel filter to encode physical constraints based on the
governing mathematical model. We tested the proposed method in a groundwater
flow problem, in which the heterogeneous hydraulic conductivity field (K) needs to
be inferred from some direct measurements and indirect pressure head (h) measure-
ments. Our results demonstrated that the physical information can be effectively
incorporated into the pre-trained physics-informed WGAN-GP and the h measure-
ments can indeed help improve the inpainting results of the K field.
The findings of our study have important implications for tackling high-dimensional
problems by leveraging deep learning models, while simultaneously satisfying the un-
derlying physical laws, the prior spatial statistics, and the in situ measurements. An
important open issue in designing effective experimental strategies to obtain the
most informative measurements is to incorporate uncertainty quantification through
active learning techniques, e.g., see preliminary results in [25]. We plan to endow
the proposed physics-informed WGAN-GP with total uncertainty quantification in
future work.
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Appendix A. Testing the effects of input noise dimension on inpainting
results
In the physics-informed WGAN-GP framework, the dimension of input noise (z)
will influence how much spatial variability can be captured by the model, however,
it is usually determined artificially without following a rigorous approch. Based on
a pre-trained model, the dimension of z is fixed, and this may have an effect on the
performance of semantic inpainting. To test this effect, we consider five cases here, in
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which only z dimension is different when training the physics-informed WGAN-GP,
and all the other settings as the same as that in section 4.1. The dimension settings
and the corresponding retained energy are shown in Table A.1. After obtaining
the trained model with different input dimensions, we conduct semantic inpainting
subsequently. It is worth pointing that the measurement settings are the same among
the five cases, i.e., NK = 20, Nh = 40, which are randomly selected from a ground
truth. The root mean square error (RMSE) and coefficient of determination (R2)
serve as the evaluating metrics, and we run each case for 10 times to alleviate the
randomness.
We see in Figure A.10 that the input noise dimension does have some effect on the
inpainitng results. From Case A1 (zdim = 20) to Case A3 (zdim = 100), both of the
metrics become better remarkably, which we can attribute to the fact that a higher
input noise dimension is more beneficial to capturing the spatial variability. However,
by increasing the dimension further, we cannot witness a positive improvement of
the two metrics, and in fact R2 deteriorates. We think the reason behind is that, in
the inpainting process, the optimal latent variable with high dimension is relatively
more difficult to be found compared to that with low dimension. In this test, the
point measurements, i.e, NK = 20, Nh = 40, may not provide enough information
to determine the underlying optimal latent variable whose dimension is larger than
150. Therefore, in terms of the dimension of input noise, there is a trade-off between
the capturing energy and finding optimal value in the inpainting task. Consequently,
we make a relatively safe choice, i.e., zdim = 100, in the all examples of this work.
Table A.1: The dimension settings of input noise and
their corresponding retained energy in five cases.
Cases Dimension Retained energy
Case A1 20 76.8%
Case A2 50 87.4%
Case A3 100 93.5%
Case A4 150 95.2%
Case A5 200 96.6%
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